
Taking Insecurities Out Of the Mechanic:

Maintaining Your Vehicle

All of us here at GNG want 
to take your fears out of 
going to the mechanic, and 

understand they are not out to get 
you. Getting a tune-up on your 
ride doesn’t have to be painful as 
long as you have the right tools  
and information.
 For your average car owner, 
realizing that you need to take your 
car to the mechanic can be a panic 
button moment. From the cost of 
parts, labor, and the integrity of 
the shop employees, a visit to the 
shop may become as daunting and 
painful as the dentist office. For 
women especially, the experience 
of going to an automotive repair 
shop can feel like it’s rigged 
against them. In a 2013 survey 
of car owners by Repairpal.com, 
“66% believed that mechanics 
charge women more than men for 
the same service.”
   Victoria Ellis, a technical 
assistance manager for a well-
known car manufacturer and 
President of the International 
Women’s Automotive Society, 
weighed in on the many 
insecurities people have about the 
automotive repair shop. Victoria 
said, “It’s hard for people to see the 
value. There’s a million parts on 
the car that keep it running, and 
we [automotive shops] will never 
sell you what you don’t need.” 
She brought up that the concept of 
“upselling” additional products in 
addition to regular services, which 
exists across every industry, not 
just the automotive industry. For 
example, retail stores often try to 

sell a store credit card, or sell a 
warranty with a home appliance. 
All of these suggestions aim to 
help you as a consumer, and helps 
the company build a trustworthy 
relationship with you.
  Patrice Banks, CEO & Founder at 
Girls Auto Clinic, aims to empower 
women by giving them the tools to 
maintain their vehicle.  Patrice quit 
her former career as an engineer 
for Dupont to become a mechanic, 
and learned how to explain vehicle 
maintenance to all women. She 
pointed out that she didn’t come 
into this as a car enthusiast, but 
for the eagerness to empower 
women about the subject. She soon 
realized how little resources are 
available for women. 
 According to Patrice, there are 
three basic maintenance checks 
that should be done every time: 
tires (tire wear and pressure), 
brakes (pads and rotors), and the 
air filter.  She pointed out that shops 
try to sell you these items for a 
reason because they are important 
for the maintenance of your car and  
your safety.  
  Patrice commented that the 
owner’s manual is the most 
important part to understand 
about your vehicle. “I always tell 
women at my clinics get your oil 
changed when it’s due, it’s 5,000 
miles not 5,001.” She wanted to 
emphasize the need for women to 
educate themselves, and rely less 
on the shops to make women feel 
comfortable. This goes for the guys 
in the garage too! Education is key. 
Not everyone finds enjoyment out 
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“There’s a million parts on the car that 
keep it running, and we [automotive shops] will 
never sell you what you don’t need.”

of working on his or her car, but 
someone has to do it.  Patrice and 
her Girl’s Auto Clinics [a magazines 
like GNG!] hope to close the gap 
for women, and help take the fear 
out of vehicle maintenance.  
For a final tip, Patrice said make 
sure to ask questions. “If he cannot 
explain it, then he probably doesn’t 
understand it.” Most importantly, 
ask why he/she is doing 
something if you don’t know! 
You could learn something new. 

So What About the Parts?
Jill Trotta, who works for 
Repairpal.com, has 25 years of 
experience in the automotive 
industry. Repairpal.com certifies 
different shops, and rates them 
much like an “Angie’s List” type 
service. Websites like Repairpal 
make it easy to estimate the cost 
of repairs through their calculator, 
which takes into account area 
pricing. Jill pointed out that prices 
can also vary based on the quality 
of the part used by the mechanic, 
so make sure to ask about the 
brand part the shop uses. 
 Also, she said it’s important to 
note that, “You get what you pay 
for. If you’re looking for cheap, 
you’re going to get cheap.” This 
advice applies especially to things 
like brakes, where the quality of 
brake pads can determine the life 
of your stopping power. While 
those cheaper brakes may sound 
enticing to the wallet, it could lead 
to more visits to the shop or parts 
store. Not to mention all that cheap 
brake dust on your clean wheels!

 Jill issued two last bits of advice 
for women going to the automotive 
shop. First, check out the shop 
through a referral service like 
Repairpal, AAA, or even through 
friend recommendations. “Go 
with your gut. If you feel like 
something’s wrong it probably 
is.” Second, ask the mechanics 
to physically show you what’s 
wrong with the vehicle. This gives 
you a level playing field with the 
mechanic, and gives you more of a 
sense that they know what they’re 
talking about. Most shops will let 
you come back in the bays as long 
as you have an escort, and Jill says 
insurance should not be an excuse.

Become A “You-Canic”
Attending your local workshop 
is another great way to take the 
fear out of going to the mechanic. 
GNG wants to help women from 
all over the country to connect to 
shops offering clinics for women to 
learn about their vehicle, and just 
overall get a grip on automotive 
maintenance. Empowering 
yourself about your vehicle can 
really save you in headache and 
cost by preventing trouble and 
learning how to fix what’s wrong. 
So be on the look out for more 
information on a clinic near you!

We hope that you ladies have 
learned something from the input 
of some brilliant ladies from the 
industry. If you have input on how 
women can feel less insecure about 
the mechanic, shoot us a line at  
girlsngarages@gmail.com! 
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Schedule  Dashboard  Lights Tire Pressure & 
Condition

Washer Fluid OIl 
Level

Check 
Frequently

Check Every 3 
Months/3,000 Miles

Check Every 6 months/ 
6,000 Miles

Check Every 9 Months/ 
9,000 Miles

Check Every 12 
Months/ 12,000 Miles

Do’s and don’ts of
preventative 
maintenance

Source:  carcare.org

In thinking about maintenance, think of the car like the human body. In 
general, we need clear lungs to breathe (air filter), a strong heart to pump 
blood to organs (engine/oil), and food/ water to sustain us (gasoline). 
Similarly, cars need maintenance on important parts to keep it running 
healthy, and driving along to see the next 100,000 miles. 

So, do you really need to change your oil every 3,000 miles as many 
lube shops suggest? Victoria Ellis echoed what Patrice said to stick with 
your maintenance schedule. This schedule, found in most car manuals, 
was made by the manufacturer to “prevent failures,” according to 
Victoria. “This is the 2nd largest thing next to your house. Protect your 
investment!” Check out the maintenance schedule below for a simple 
reference from carcare.org.
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Schedule Air filter Transmission 
Fluid (Auto/ Man)

Battery/
Cables

       All Belts

Check 
Frequently

Check Every 3 
Months/3,000 Miles

Check Every 6 months/ 
6,000 Miles

Check Every 9 Months/ 
9,000 Miles

Check Every 12 
Months/ 12,000 Miles

Schedule Exhaust Hoses/Tubes POwersteering 
Fluid

Chassis  
Lubrication

Check 
Frequently

Check Every 3 
Months/3,000 Miles

Check Every 6 months/ 
6,000 Miles

Check Every 9 Months/ 
9,000 Miles

Check Every 12 
Months/ 12,000 Miles

For additional information on vehicle maintenance, check out 
carcare.org or refer to your vehicle’s service manual.
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HER SIMPLE 
AND CLEAN 
LIFESTYLE

FEATURED VEHICLE
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HER SIMPLE 
AND CLEAN 
LIFESTYLE
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W
hen it comes to starting a car project, sometimes 
simple is better. With all of the extravagant, 
slammed, and extremely customized rides out there, 

Amanda DiGiacomo of Raleigh, NC, sets her 2007 Acura TL 
apart by focusing on simplicity. 
   Being an avid Honda/Acura enthusiast already, she bought 
the car 2 years ago used from a dealer. Amanda fell in love 
with the white diamond pearl exterior with black interior 
look, which she tells us is a rare combination. In 2007, the 
black interior was a special order add-on from Acura, the 
original color being a less attractive (in Amanda’s opinion) 

BUILDS DON’T NEED TO BE 
EXTRAVAGANT TO BE CLEAN 
AND SHOW-CAR READY.  
FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS.
WORDS & PHOTOS Taylor Haney
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tan. The TL comes with a beefy 3.2-liter 
engine putting out about 258 horsepower, 
which Amanda feels is plenty for  
her, with an automatic transmission.  
She decided to go with H&R lowering 
springs, which she installed with the help of 
her husband Jonathan, who is also an avid 
car enthusiast.  The springs added a 2-inch 
drop to her suspension set-up, making 
the TL look lower and more aggressive. 
Eventually, she wants to add on a camber kit, 
so her tires sit nice and flat on the ground. 
Right now Amanda can tell lowering her 
car has started to wear away the inside 
of her tires.  Lowering a car without a 
camber kit makes the car sit on the inside 
of the tires at an angle, wearing it unevenly. 
Installing a camber kit ensures even wear 
on all four tires, which will increase the 
longevity of the tire without sacrificing the  
lowered look. 
   Speaking of tires, Amanda is riding on 
“bubble gum pink” 17-inch RTX wheels. 
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To match, Amanda also has her engine bay 
painted pink as well as other accessories. 
These accents add to the freshness of 
the car, providing only spots of the 
color rather than overdoing the whole  
“pink girl’s car” motif. 
Amanda says, “I’m hands on with my car 
and every aftermarket and custom item 
installed I have been a part of. Females can 
have nice builds too. It’s always a work in 
progress but the fun and excitement never 
ends. “ When talking about doing this 
feature, Amanda showed us a photo of her 
cutting her aftermarket Type S Aspec rear 
lip. This was to ensure that the lip would 
fit correctly to her stock bumper, which 
is sometimes the downfall of aftermarket 
parts. Often there are modifications still 
to be done after purchasing to fit the stock 
application already in place. Of course, 
Amanda didn’t let this stop her!
It has taken Amanda two years to get 
to this point with her TL, and overall is 
happy with where it is now.  In the future 
she would like to make the car even more 
“show car” ready, cleaning up an already 
exceptional car. So far, Amanda and her 
TL have won two awards at car shows this 
year: 2nd place at Honda Day this last June, 
and “best import” award at the HCMC car 
show in February. Clearly her hard work 



FEATURED VEHICLE
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has not gone unnoticed. 
Amanda hopes to change things up on her 
car each season to show a different look at 
shows like Honda Day, Dankfest, or other 
car shows around her town of Raleigh, 
NC. In addition, Amanda is involved 
with a national Acura car group with her 
husband called Acura Crew Nation. They 
recently had their two-year anniversary as 
a car group July of this year. 
Amanda encourages other women in the 
car scene to build your car your way, and 
not to listen to the naysayers. “People 
will always look at you different or give 
you slack for ‘being in a man’s world.’ 
Do not give them a reason. Know your 
build and try to learn and ask questions  
along the way.” 
All of us at GNG support you; no matter 
what stage you are in your build. So, 
keep on wrenching Amanda!

FEATURE BREAKDOWN
2007 Acura TL
OWNER Amanda DiGiacomo 
UNDER THE HOOD Stock 3.2 liter engine, 
Short ram intake, 3.5” quad tips no muffler, 
pink painted engine plastics & manifold, 
pink L.E.D. fog light bulbs, white L.E.D. 
throughout. 
DRIVETRAIN Stock automatic 
SUSPENSION H&R Race Lowering Springs 
with 2” drop
INTERIOR Stock black leather interior, pink 
L.E.D. strips under doors
EXTERIOR “Bubble gum pink” RTX Wheels, 
Type S Aspec Front & Rear Lip, Black vinyl 
roof, Blacked-out roof antenna, Window tint 
(35%), Atlp V1 roof spoiler
ONLINE www.facebook.com/
acuracrewnation;  hrsprings.com;  
rtxwheels.com
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